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UNIT 3 

Maintaining and Monitoring Health 
and Safety
Unit Purpose: 
This unit describes the knowledge and performance outcomes required to enable 
learners to develop understanding of their obligations and procedural requirements 
in relation to maintaining and monitoring health and safety relevant to funeral 
operations. This unit has seven learning outcomes and four activities.
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COVID-19 (2020)
Please refer to the NAFD website for COVID-19 
updates or to the government website

https://nafdcovid19.org.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Health and Safety in the Workplace
The following information covers England, Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales- Health and Safety law as it is 
the same irrespective of the country you work in 
the UK. However, there is a major difference in how 
offences are prosecuted in Scotland. Health and 
Safety Executive inspectors report matters they 
have investigated and make recommendations on 
offences to the specialist Health and Safety Division 
within the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service 
(COPFS), who decide whether or not to institute 
criminal proceedings in the public interest.

The following information, adapted from the Health 
and Safety Executive website www.hse.gov.uk 
explains what the law requires of employers and of 
individuals. It will help you and your team stay safe 
and healthy and will also go a long way to satisfying 
the law – including the risk assessment that you 
must comply with under the Management of Health 
and Safety at Work Regulations 1999.

Health and safety management should be an integral 
work practice within your workplace.  It involves 
practical steps that protect people from harm and 
at the same time protect the future success and the 
growth of your business.  Good practice in health 
and safety makes sound business sense.

The main law governing health and safety at work in 
the United Kingdom is the Health and Safety at Work. 
Act 1974. Under this Act, you have to ensure, so far 
as is reasonably practicable, that the health and 
safety of yourself and others who may be affected 
by what you do or do not do is paramount. It applies 
to all work activities and premises, and everyone at 
work has responsibilities under it.

The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 says a 
Health & Safety Policy must contain three separate 
parts: Health & Safety Policy Statement of Intent 
(the aims and objectives); ‘Organisation of health 
and safety’ (i.e. who has responsibility for what); and 
‘Arrangements for health and safety’ - (i.e. how risks 
are managed). Implementing health and safety in 
the workplace helps to assess potential risks and 
identify significant hazards. It also enables you to 
put measures in place to protect the people and 
environment in your business. These vital steps are 
essential to reduce the costs associated with safety 
failures.

UNIT 3 - Maintaining and Monitoring Health and Safety

Introduction 

Learning outcome Unit criteria

1 Understand the role of the Health and Safety Inspector

2 Understand the general principles of health and safety law and guidance

3 Understand the relevance and impact of workplace health and safety legislation

4 Know which diseases constitute a notifiable disease

5 Understand the entitlement of employees within health and safety legislation

6 Understand the importance of personal safety when conducting arrangements in a 
client’s home

7 Know how to monitor and maintain health and safety within your own workplace

www.hse.gov.uk
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Health and Safety in the Workplace
Ultimately, your employer (or the business owner) is 
responsible for ensuring employees’ health, safety 
and welfare at work; Protecting non-employees 
against the health and safety risks arising from 
work activities; and controlling the retention and 
use of explosive or highly flammable or dangerous 
substances. Failing to comply with these notices can 
lead to fines and prosecution. 

All funeral businesses have common law and 
statutory law duties to provide safe working 
environments for their employees, and if they fail to 
do this, an employee injured at work could claim for 
negligence. 

Employees must take care of their own health and 
safety and that of others who may be affected by 
their actions at work. They must also co-operate with 
employers and co-workers to help everyone meet 
their legal requirements. The Management of Health 
and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 also apply to 
every work activity within the workplace and require 
all risks to be assessed and, where necessary, 
controlled.

Other regulations supporting the Health and Safety 
at Work Act set out more detailed legal duties for 
specific activities or industries. The Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE) has produced publications to help 
you understand what these mean in practice.

UNIT 3 - Maintaining and Monitoring Health and Safety

Introduction - continued
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UNIT 3 - LO1.0 - Understand the role of the Health and Safety Inspector

Health and safety laws applying to your business are 
enforced by HSE inspectors or by officers from your 
local authority.

An Inspector’s Role is to:
  Investigate (when accidents have happened or a 
complaint is made) whether people are at risk, to 
find out if something has gone wrong

  Require you to take action to control risks properly 
if you are not already complying with the law

  Take appropriate enforcement action in relation 
to any non-compliance, ranging from advice on 
stopping dangerous work activities to potentially 
taking prosecutions where people are put at 
serious risk

  Provide advice and guidance to help you comply 
with the law and avoid injuries and ill health at 
work.

Inspectors have the right of entry to your premises 
as well as the right to talk to employees and safety 
representatives, and exercise powers to help 
them fulfil their role. The HSE operates a Fee for 
Intervention (FFI) cost recovery scheme. If you are 
breaking health and safety laws, HSE may recover 
its costs from you by charging a fee for the time and 
effort it spends on helping you to put the matter 
right, such as investigating and taking enforcement 
action.

If a HSE inspector visits your premises and you want 
to confirm their identity, they all carry identification 
and you can ask to see this

Safety Signs
Employers must display safety signs if there is a 
significant risk that can’t be avoided or controlled 
in any other way, such as through safe systems or 
procedures at work.
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UNIT 3 - LO2.0 - Understand the general principles of health and safety law 
and guidance
Under health and safety law, the funeral business 
like all other businesses must provide an adequate 
and appropriate level of supervision for your funeral 
team / employees:

  Everyone needs to understand the business health 
and safety policy, where they fit in, and how health 
and safety is managed
  New, inexperienced people, as well as those 
whose first language is not English, are very likely 
to need more supervision than others. Make 
sure employees know how to raise concerns and 
funeral directors are familiar with the possible 
problems due to unfamiliarity, inexperience and 
communication difficulties
  Funeral directors need to ensure that employees 
understand risks associated with the work 
environment and measures to control them
  Funeral directors will need to make sure the 
control measures to protect against risk are up to 
date and are being properly used, maintained and 
monitored, and understood by all in the team.

To start to organise for health and safety it is 
important to understand that there are occupational 
safety laws that affect businesses. The main 
requirements are detailed in the Health and Safety 
at Work Act 1974, the duties imposed extending to 
protect people who:

  Are employees, including casual and part time 
workers
  Are trainees and sub-contractors
  Are allowed to use equipment
  Are visitors to the premises (clients - contractors)
  May be affected by work activities
  Use materials or products made, supplied or 
imported.

To supplement the main Act, Regulations, Codes of 
Practice and Guidance Notes, set out how certain 
activities should be done or how certain equipment 
should be guarded. Laws require that controls for 
health and safety are implemented irrespective of 
cost or time. Generally, the requirement is to do 
what is ‘reasonably practicable’. 
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UNIT 3 - LO3.0 - Understand the relevance and impact of workplace Health 
and Safety Legislation
Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 
The rights of executors and others regarding the 
bodies of deceased persons are expressly limited, 
in the interests of public health, by the provisions 
contained in sections of this Act; these provisions 
principally concern the death of persons suffering 
from a notifiable or dangerous, infectious disease, 
and may be summarised, as follows:

Section 43
1. If (a) a person dies in hospital while suffering 
from a notifiable disease, and the proper Officer 
of the local authority for the district or a registered 
medical practitioner certifies that in his/her opinion 
it is desirable, in order to prevent the spread of 
infection, that the body should not be removed from 
the hospital except for the purpose of being taken 
directly to a mortuary or being forthwith buried or 
cremated, it shall not be lawful for any person to 
remove the body from the hospital except for such a 
purpose.

In any such case, when the body is removed for the 
purpose of burial or cremation from the hospital 
or any mortuary to which it has been taken, it shall 
forthwith be taken direct to some place of burial or 
cremation and there buried or cremated.

A person who contravenes any provision of this 
section shall be liable on summary conviction to a 
fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale.

Section 44
Every person having charge or control of premises 
in which is lying the body of a person who has died 
while suffering from a notifiable disease shall take 
such steps as may be reasonably practicable to 
prevent persons coming unnecessarily into contact 
with, or proximity to, the body, and if he/she fails to 
do so, he/she shall be liable on summary conviction 
to a fine not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale.

Section 45
It shall not be lawful to hold a wake over the body 
of a person who has died whilst suffering from a 
notifiable disease, and the occupier of any premises 
who permits or suffers any such wake to take place 
in them, and every person who takes part in the 
wake, shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine 
not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale.

Section 46
The Secretary of State may make Regulations 
imposing any conditions and restrictions with respect 
to means of disposal of dead bodies otherwise than 
by burial or cremation as to the period of time a 
body may be retained after death on any premises 
with respect to embalming or preservation which 
appear to be desirable in the interest of public health 
or public safety.

Section 47
If a Justice of the Peace (acting, if he/she deems it 
necessary, ex parte) is satisfied, on a certificate of the 
proper officer of the local authority for the district 
in which a dead body lies, that the retention of the 
body in any building would endanger the health 
of the inmates of that building or any adjoining or 
neighbouring building, he/she may order:

  That the body be removed by, and at the cost of, 
the local authority, to a mortuary

  That the necessary steps be taken to secure that 
it be buried within a time limited by the order or, 
if he/she considers immediate burial necessary, 
immediately.

Where an order is made under subsection (1) above, 
relatives or friends of the deceased person shall be 
deemed to comply with the order if they cause the 
body to be cremated within the time limited by the 
order.
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UNIT 3 - LO3.1 - Understand the relevance and impact of workplace Health 
and Safety Legislation
Where compulsory removal of a body has been 
authorised the Funeral Director must ensure that the 
health and safety of staff involved are protected and 
that all necessary precautions are initially identified 
in the form of a risk assessment concerning the 
handling, removal and transport of the body.

The following list of legislation is relevant to all 
funeral businesses and as such is summarised for 
ease of reference. From this point, the content of 
the learning materials for this unit are structured 
according to the relevant legislative acts, regulation 
and orders.

1. Health & Safety at Work Act (1974)
2.  Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) 

Regulations 1992
3.  Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 

Occurrences Regulations (1995) (RIDDOR)
4.  The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 

Regulations (2002) (COSHH)
5. Electricity at Work Regulations (1989)
6.  Provision and Use of Work Equipment 

Regulations 1998
7. Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
8. Health & Safety (First Aid) Regulations 1981
9.  Personal Protective Equipment at Work (PPE) 

Regulations 1992
10. Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992
11.  Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) 

Regulations 1992

Identify the Hazards

One of the most important aspects of a risk 
assessment is accurately identifying the potential 
hazards in your workplace.

A good starting point is to walk around your 
workplace and think about the legislation and any 
hazards (things that may cause harm) that fall under 
each legislative umbrella. In other words, what is it 
about the activities, processes or substances used 
relevant to funeral directing that could injure you, 
your colleagues or if you are a business owner, the 
employees or be of harm to their health?

When you work in the same location every day, it is 
easy to overlook some hazards, so here are some 
tips to help you identify the ones that matter:

  Check manufacturers’ instructions for use 
of equipment or data sheets for chemicals 
and equipment as they can be very helpful in 
explaining the hazards and putting them in their 
true perspective

  Look back at the accident and ill-health records 
– these often help to identify the less obvious 
hazards

  Take account of supplementary operations (e.g. 
maintenance and cleaning operations)

  Remember to think about long-term hazards 
to health (e.g. high levels of noise, exposure to 
harmful substances).

There are some hazards with a recognised risk of 
harm, for example working at height, working with 
chemicals or working with machinery. As a funeral 
firm, you need to consider every aspect of what you 
do to establish any other hazards that are relevant to 
your business.

Activity 1

For each of the Acts, Regulations and Orders in this 
unit, think about the different areas of work within 
a funeral home and identify where each apply and 
how they will affect the funeral business.

Upload your list to your portfolio

Activity 2

Based on your findings from Activity 1, identify 
the possible hazards and risks to be avoided 
within each of the work areas within your or your 
employer’s funeral home / homes. 

Upload your findings to your portfolio.
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UNIT 3 - LO3.2 - Understand the relevance and impact of workplace Health 
and Safety Legislation
Who Might Be At Risk?
Think how employees (or others who may be present 
such as contractors or clients) might be at risk.  Ask 
your employees / team what they think the hazards 
are, as they may notice things that are not obvious 
to you and may have some good ideas on how to 
control the risks.

For each hazard, you need to be clear about who 
might be harmed – it will help you identify the best 
way of controlling the risk. That doesn’t mean listing 
everyone by name, but rather identifying groups 
of people (e.g. ‘people working in the mortuary’ or 
‘bereaved clients’).

Remember:

  Some workers may have particular requirements, 
for example new and inexperienced employees, 
new or expectant mothers, people with disabilities, 
temporary workers, contractors, homeworkers and 
lone workers
  Think about people who might not be in the 
workplace all the time
  Take members of the public into account if they 
could be harmed by your work activities i.e. when 
visiting the funeral home or on the day of the 
funeral
  If you share premises with another business, 
consider how your work affects others and how 
their work affects you and your workers. Talk to 
each other and make sure controls are in place

  The Health and Safety Executive provide a selection 
of example risk assessments. They show you 
what a completed risk assessment might look like 
for your type of workplace. You can use these 
as a guide when doing your own. The HSE has 
also developed online risk assessment tools, to 
help employers complete and print off their own 
records.

The purpose of the following information is to enable 
understanding of health and safety requirements 
within each of the Acts, Orders and Regulations.

1. Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 is the 
primary piece of legislation covering occupational 
health and safety in Great Britain. It’s sometimes 
referred to as HSWA, the HSW Act, the 1974 Act 
or HASAWA. It sets out the general duties which: 
employers have towards employees and members of 
the public.

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1974/37/
contents

2. Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) 
Regulations 1992 
These Regulations cover many aspects of health, 
safety and welfare and apply to virtually all places 
of work. The general requirements are detailed in 
relation to four broad areas, these being: working 
environment, safety, facilities and housekeeping. 

Funeral Directors need to make sure that any 
workplace within their control complies with the 
Regulations.

Disposal of waste other than fluids, from the 
embalming/mortuary areas, soiled clothing and 
bedding.

Clinical waste is usually disposed of by incineration 
to ensure complete combustion of the waste. This 
may be carried out in an incinerator on site or in a 
licensed and authorised incinerator elsewhere.

Where clinical waste is generated, stored and 
handled it needs to be segregated into easily 
recognised colour coded containers, i.e.

  Yellow: for incineration only
  Yellow with black stripe: suitable for landfill 
disposal

  Light blue: waste for autoclaving before disposal.

Activity 3

Research and download a template which you are 
able to use in order to complete your own formal 
Workplace Risk Assessment.  

Upload to your portfolio

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1974/37/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1974/37/contents
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UNIT 3 - LO3.3 - Understand the relevance and impact of workplace Health 
and Safety Legislation
3. Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulations (1995) (RIDDOR)
All funeral directing employers, or those in control 
of work premises have certain duties under these 
Regulations. If anyone is off work for more than 
three days as a result of an accident connected with 
work, or if any death, serious injury or dangerous 
occurrence has had to be notified, or a specified 
occupational disease is certified by a doctor, a report 
must be sent to the appropriate authority within 
seven days, and a record kept of such a happening 
for a minimum of five years. The appropriate 
authority is the Environmental Health Department of 
the local authority if the premises are offices, shop, 
warehouse or residential accommodation. For other 
premises, the appropriate authority is the local office 
of the Health & Safety Executive.

The Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR) regulations 
require employers or, in certain circumstances, 
others who control or manage the premises, to 
report to the relevant enforcing authority and keep 
records of:

  Work-related deaths
  Work-related accidents which cause certain 
specified serious injuries to workers, or which 
result in a worker being incapacitated for more 
than seven consecutive days
  Cases of those industrial diseases listed in RIDDOR
  Certain ‘dangerous occurrences’ (near-miss 
accidents) and/or
  Injuries to a person who is not at work, such as 
a member of the public, which are caused by an 
accident at work and which result in the person 
being taken to hospital from the site for treatment

  Reports to the enforcing authority of all of the 
above categories, except over-seven-day injuries, 
must be made immediately by the quickest 
practicable means and followed up by a written 
notification within 10 days. Reports of over-seven-
day injuries must be sent to the enforcing authority 
within 15 days
  In addition, records must be kept of all of ‘over-
three-day injuries’, which are those where a person 
who is injured at work is incapacitated for more 
than three consecutive days. Over- three-day 
injuries do not, however, have to be reported to 
the enforcing authority. If you are an employer 
who must keep an accident book under the Social 
Security (Claims and Payments) Regulations 
1979, an entry about an over-three-day injury is a 
sufficient record for the purposes of RIDDOR
  Your employer must keep a record of: any 
reportable death, injury, occupational disease or 
dangerous occurrence; and 
all work-related injuries that result in a worker 
being away from work or unable to do their 
full range of normal duties for more than three 
consecutive days (not counting the day of the 
accident but including any weekends or other rest 
days).Therefore, you must take responsibility to 
report any of the above to your funeral director / 
manager.

4. The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 
Regulations (2002) (COSHH)
These Regulations are extremely relevant to the 
funeral service, mainly in embalming rooms and 
mortuaries because of the chemicals used, but 
also in various other parts of funeral premises, e.g. 
cleaning agents and other household chemicals 

need to be monitored. The Regulations require 
that all substances used in the workplace shall be 
assessed to determine any hazards and to ensure 
their correct use. Action under the Regulations can 
be summarised under two headings:

Employers – First the funeral director must 
determine the hazard of a substance and then 
assess the risks to people’s health from the way that 
substance is used in the workplace. Arrange it so 
there is no danger of anyone being exposed to the 
substance, and if not:

  Decide how to control exposures to reduce risk
  Establish effective controls
  Train and inform the workforce
  Monitoring employees’ exposure may be required 
along with the provision of health surveillance.

Employees – Employees need to know more than 
just the hazard presented by a substance
 before it is used. It should be understood:

  What the risks are from using it at the workplace
  How those risks are controlled
  The precautions that have to be taken. 

It is essential that both employers and employees 
realise that these Regulations cover the whole of 
the workplace and that they aim to maintain and 
improve existing standards of health and safety in 
relation to work involving substances hazardous to 
health.

New or revised limits for 13 substances were 
introduced on 17 January 2020. Please refer to 
https://www.hse.gov.uk/coshh for further 
guidance.
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UNIT 3 - LO3.4 - Understand the relevance and impact of workplace Health 
and Safety Legislation
5. Electricity at Work Regulations
Staff using electrical equipment should also carry 
out visual checks on equipment prior to use in 
order to identify any obvious defects or damage. 
Any defective equipment needs to be reported 
immediately and not used until repaired or a 
replacement is provided.

ALL WET AND MOIST SURFACES NEAR ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT ARE POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS. IF FIRE 
BREAKS OUT IN OR NEAR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
SWITCH OFF IMMEDIATELY AND USE A CARBON 
DIOXIDE OR BCF EXTINGUISHER.

The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 expand on 
the rules regarding electrical safety in the Health 
and Safety at Work Act 1974. As with the HASAWA, 
employers are given duties and responsibilities to 
make sure that all work activity that uses or may 
be affected by electricity is done safely, and that all 
foreseeable risks are assessed and minimised as 
much as possible.

The regulations are not purely to prevent electric 
shocks, but also mean funeral businesses must take 
into account the suitability, design, construction and 
installation of electrical systems used for specific 
tasks in the funeral premises, where such systems 
are sited and the protection and precautions 
provided for the use of such systems.

Electricity at Work regulations aim to prevent death 
or injury to any person from electrical causes while 
working or in a work environment. This can include 
electric shocks or burns, electric arching and fires or 
explosions started or caused by electricity.

The Electricity at Work regulations apply to everyone 
in a workplace, and every employee, who must 
co-operate with their employer by doing everything 
possible to ensure electrical safety is followed under 
the regulations.

All electronic systems, work activities and protective 
equipment – all systems must be maintained and 
operated, as far as possible, to prevent any danger. 
Strength and capability of electrical equipment –no 
electrical equipment should be used in a way where 
its strength and capability may be exceeded (e.g. 
overloaded) in a way that might become dangerous. 
This includes if it becomes faulty.

Adverse or hazardous environments – electrical 
equipment which may be expected to be exposed 
to mechanical damage, the effects of weather, 
temperature, pressure, wet, dirty, dusty or corrosive 
conditions or flammable substances, must be 
constructed or protected to avoid danger arising 
from being exposed to these things.

Insulation, protection and placing of conductors – 
All conductors in a system must be insulated and 
protected or have other precautions taken (for 
example placing them somewhere out of reach with 
warning notices) to prevent risk of danger.

 Working space, access and lighting – Adequate 
space, access and lighting must be provided around 
all electrical equipment where work is being done in 
order to minimise the risk of danger. Effectively this 
means any hazard needs to be suitably lit so it can be 
seen by people working in the area, and there needs 
to be enough space to work and pull back safely.

In most workplaces, the most common use of the 
regulations is the PAT Testing of all electrical devices.

Portable appliance testing, or PAT, must be 
undertaken regularly (usually annually) by trained 
personnel, often specialist electrical contractors. It 
covers any equipment that can be moved – including 
computers, kettles, printers and mobile phone 
chargers. Usually, once an item has been tested it 
will have a small sticker placed on it with the date its 
next inspection is due.

6. Provision and Use of Work Equipment 
Regulations 1998
“Work equipment” is broadly defined to include 
everything from a hand tool, through machinery 
of all kinds, to complete manufacturing or process 
plant. ‘Use” of work equipment will include how it 
is started, stopped, repaired, modified, installed, 
dismantled, programmed, set, maintained, serviced 
and cleaned. The general requirements that Funeral 
Directors need to observe are:

  Make sure that equipment is suitable for the use 
that will be made of it

  Take into account workplace conditions when 
selecting equipment

  Ensure equipment is used only for workplace 
operations and under conditions for which it is 
suitable

  Ensure equipment is maintained on a regular basis
  Instruct, inform and train persons in equipment 
use.
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UNIT 3 - LO3.5 - Understand the relevance and impact of workplace Health 
and Safety Legislation
7. The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
covers general fire safety in England and Wales.

In Scotland, requirements on general fire safety are 
covered in Part 3 of the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005, 
supported by the Fire Safety (Scotland) Regulations 
2006.

In the majority of premises, local fire and rescue 
authorities are responsible for enforcing this fire 
safety legislation. HSE has enforcement responsibility 
on construction sites, for nuclear premises, and on 
ships under construction or undergoing repair.

Fire safety rules are different in Scotland (please see 
https://www.gov.scot/policies/fire-and-rescue/
non-domestic-fire-safety/) and Northern Ireland 
https://www.nifrs.org/firesafe

All funeral businesses need to comply with fire 
safety law. The main law is the Regulatory Reform 
(Fire Safety) Order 2005 or “the Fire Safety Order”. 
It applies across England and Wales and came into 
force on 1 October 2006. Legislation relating to 
fire safety is now embraced under the Regulatory 
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. The Order replaces 
most fire safety legislation. In short, it means 
that any person who has some level of control in 
premises must take reasonable steps to reduce 
the risk from fire and make sure people can safely 
escape if there is a fire.  The Order covers the need 
to carry out a fire-risk assessment to identify any 
possible dangers and risks;

  Consider who may be especially at risk;
  Remove or reduce the risk from fire as far as 
is reasonably possible and provide general fire 
precautions to deal with any possible risk left;
  Take other measures to make sure there is 
protection if flammable or explosive materials are 
used or stored;
  Create a plan to deal with any emergency and, in 
most cases, keep a record of your findings; and
  Review your findings when necessary
  More information can be obtained from the 
following document: http://www.communities.
gov.uk/documents/fire/pdf/144647.pdf This 
document covers:-

  Who is responsible for meeting the Order
  Fire safety risk assessment
  The general fire precautions
  A fire-detection and warning system
  A way of fighting a small fire
  Main types of portable extinguishers
  Safe routes for people to leave the premises
  Suitable fire exit doors
  Also covered is training and enforcing the order.

General Fire Safety Hazards
Fires need three things to start – a source of ignition 
(heat), a source of fuel (something that burns) and 
oxygen:

  Sources of ignition include heaters, lighting, naked 
flames, electrical equipment, smokers’ materials 
(cigarettes, matches etc), and anything else that 
can get very hot or cause sparks
  Sources of fuel include wood, paper, plastic, rubber 
or foam, loose packaging materials, waste rubbish 
and furniture
  Sources of oxygen include the air around us.

Employers (and or Building Owners) must carry out 
a fire safety risk assessment and keep it up to date. 
This shares the same approach as health and safety 
risk assessments and can be carried out either as 
part of an overall risk assessment or as a separate 
exercise.

Based on the findings of the assessment, employers 
need to ensure that adequate and appropriate fire 
safety measures are in place to minimise the risk of 
injury or loss of life in the event of a fire.

To help prevent fire in the workplace, your risk 
assessment should identify what could cause a fire 
to start, i.e. sources of ignition (heat or sparks) and 
substances that burn, and the people who may be 
at risk.

Once you have identified the risks, you can take 
appropriate action to control them. Consider 
whether you can avoid them altogether or, if this 
is not possible, how you can reduce the risks and 
manage them. Also consider how you will protect 
people if there is a fire.

  Carry out a fire safety risk assessment
  Keep sources of ignition and flammable substances 
apart

  Avoid accidental fires, e.g. make sure heaters 
cannot be knocked over

  Ensure good housekeeping at all times, e.g. avoid 
build-up of rubbish that could burn

  Consider how to detect fires and how to warn 
people quickly if they start, e.g. installing smoke 
alarms and fire alarms or bells.

https://www.gov.scot/policies/fire-and-rescue/non-domestic-fire-safety/) and Northern Ireland https://www.nifrs.org/firesafe
https://www.gov.scot/policies/fire-and-rescue/non-domestic-fire-safety/) and Northern Ireland https://www.nifrs.org/firesafe
https://www.gov.scot/policies/fire-and-rescue/non-domestic-fire-safety/) and Northern Ireland https://www.nifrs.org/firesafe
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/fire/pdf/144647.pdf
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/fire/pdf/144647.pdf
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  Have the correct fire-fighting equipment for putting 
a fire out quickly
  Keep fire exits and escape routes clearly marked 
and unobstructed at all times
  Ensure your workers receive appropriate training 
on procedures they need to follow, including fire 
drills
  Work which involves the storage, use of chemicals, 
vapours, and dusts etc. that can readily burn or 
explode is hazardous. Each year people are injured 
at work by flammable substances accidentally 
catching fire or exploding.   

Many substances found in the workplace and where 
vehicles are parked and maintained can cause fires 
or explosions. These range from the obvious, e.g. 
flammable chemicals, petrol, cellulose paint thinners, 
to the less obvious – engine oil, grease, packaging 
materials and dusts from wood. It is important to be 
aware of the risks and to control or get rid of them to 
prevent accidents.

You also need to consider the presence of dangerous 
substances that can result in fires or explosions 
as part of your fire safety risk assessment. This is 
required under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) 
Order 2005 (in England and Wales) and under Part 3 
of the Fire (Scotland) Act.

8. Health & Safety (First Aid) Regulations 1981
The HSE recommends that if you work in a company 
with 5-50 workers, there should be at least one 
person trained in first aid. Another first-aider should 
be in place for every 50 workers after that. Accidents 
can happen, even in low risk funeral businesses with 
few employees.

First Aid: Follow the Three C’s. If you find yourself in 
an emergency situation that requires quick action, 
follow the three Cs: Check, Call and Care. First, survey 
the scene for any possible hazards.

You need to know about your first-aid requirements 
to help you decide what equipment and facilities you 
need. 

The minimum first-aid provision in any workplace is:

  A suitably stocked first-aid box
  An appointed person to take charge of first-aid 
arrangements.

Please see the Health and Safety Executive website 
for more information regarding the First Aid at Work 
Regulations: https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/
books/l74.htm

Employers should provide an accident book, first aid 
signage and a first aid box as a minimum. Some will 
have first aiders trained for this purpose.

Assessment of first-aid needs within the funeral 
context is important as many funeral homes consist 
of either teams of people, or lone workers often 
exposed to hazards.

All employers are required to carry out an 
assessment of first-aid needs. This involves 
consideration of workplace hazards and risks, the 
size of the business and other relevant factors, to 
determine what first-aid equipment, facilities and 
personnel are required. 

A free HSE leaflet, which contains a useful checklist 
covering the points employers should consider when 
carrying out the assessment is available. The Health 
and Safety (First-Aid) Regulations 1981 require 
employers to provide adequate and appropriate 
equipment, facilities and personnel to ensure their 
employees receive immediate attention if they are 
injured or taken ill at work. These Regulations apply 
to all workplaces including those with less than five 
employees and to the self-employed.

What is ‘adequate and appropriate’ will depend on 
the circumstances in the funeral environment. This 
includes whether trained first-aiders are needed, 
what should be included in a first-aid box and if a 
first-aid room is required.

Employers / managers should carry out an 
assessment of first-aid needs to determine what to 
provide both in funeral premises and in the funeral 
vehicles.

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/l74.htm
https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/l74.htm
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9. Personal Protective Equipment at Work (PPE) 
Regulations 1992
This legislation sets out the principles for selecting, 
providing, maintaining and using PPE. PPE is 
defined as: all equipment designed to be worn or 
held to protect against a risk to health and safety, 
and includes most types of protective clothing and 
equipment. It is recognised that the issue and use of 
PPE should only be considered as a last resort, i.e. 
when the risk cannot be controlled by other means. 
Again, duties are imposed in relation to removal and 
preparation of the deceased.

  Assessing the risk and the PPE intended to be used, 
to determine if it is suitable
  Maintaining, cleaning and replacing PPE
  Providing storage for PPE when not being used
  Introducing staff to the use of PPE and how to look 
after it
  Funeral industry workers may be exposed, when 
removing and preparing the deceased, to infection. 
Furthermore, exposure to a wide range of products 
containing hazardous chemicals, including:

 -  Embalming products
 - Cleaning agents
 -  Disinfectants
 -  Hearse/car detailing products
 -   Dust produced from the cremation process
 -   Gardening pesticides
 -   Coffin polishes and finishes
 -  Wood dust from coffin manufacture
 -  Respirable dusts (e.g. silica) from monumental 

masonry
 -  Poisons present in people who have  

committed suicide.

Ensure that you manage implementation of 
procedures regarding the availability and use of 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and that 
members of the funeral team are using them 
correctly

  Use the PPE (usually aprons, surgical masks and 
gloves) as when there is a risk of contamination 
from respiratory secretions i.e. Covid-19
  Whilst the appropriate use of PPE may offer some 
protection to clothes from contamination, you may 
wish to consider changing out of your work clothes 
before travelling home. 

Check what provision for PPE has been made within 
your funeral home to date.  Your safe working 
practices should clearly specify what PPE should be 
worn in the designated clean and dirty areas of the 
funeral premises (such as the viewing room and 
embalming room).

Anyone entering such areas should comply 
with these requirements; they will be different 
during procedures and after the areas have been 
decontaminated. For most routine activities single-
use gloves and plastic aprons should give sufficient 
protection. People handling the deceased should 
always wear gloves and wash their hands afterwards. 
The safe working practices should set out where 
additional PPE is required.

10. Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992
Manual handling covers a wide range of activities 
including: lifting, pushing, and pulling, holding, 
restraining, and carrying. It includes repetitive tasks 
such as lifting and lowering, typing, assembling, 
cleaning and sorting, using hand-tools, operating 
machinery and equipment. Not all manual handling 
tasks are hazardous, but because most jobs in 
the funeral service involve some form of manual 
handling, most employees are at some risk of 
manual handling related injury.

Manual Handling – identifying and maintaining and 
monitoring workplace hazards
Some factors in the funeral environment from 
the point of removal of the deceased through to 
the day of the funeral may increase the risk of an 
injury occurring. These hazards can be identified in 
different ways:

  Walk through your own funeral home and look 
for potential hazards – check the arrangement 
room, chapel of rest, mortuary, toilets, vehicle 
preparation area etc

  Discuss the risk factors with members of the 
funeral team

  Check through injury/accident records to help 
pinpoint recurring problems

  Regularly monitor and update risk identification in 
all areas of the funeral home and vehicle storage.

The NAFD urges you to regularly check the Health 
and Safety website to satisfy yourself that you are 
taking all necessary steps to consider Health and 
Safety issues in your business.
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Manual Handling - Assessing the Risks
The next step is to assess which factors are 
contributing to the risk of injury. Typical risk factors 
that can increase the risk of injury include: 

  Removal of the deceased – from a home setting, 
restricted space for lifting, access to the private 
ambulance - bringing the deceased into care 
within the funeral home, insufficient number of 
employees for lifting
  Type of work – working in a fixed posture for 
a prolonged period of time i.e. preparing the 
deceased within the mortuary setting, embalming 
the deceased, preparing the coffin, working for 
long periods at a work station on your PC
  Layout of the funeral premises – a cramped or 
poorly designed premises can force people to 
assume awkward postures, such as unnecessary 
bending or twisting
  Weight of an object – this could be the weight of 
the deceased, the coffin or masonry materials. A 
heavy load may be difficult to lift and carry without 
assistance
  Awkward loads – loads that are difficult to grasp, 
slippery or an awkward shape. This could be the 
coffin or masonry items
  The back is particularly vulnerable to manual 
handling injuries particularly for those employed 
for removing and lifting the deceased. Safety 
suggestions include controlling risk factors in the 
funeral workplace, in addition to personal controls: 
  Lift and carry heavy weight correctly by keeping 
the lift close to the body and lifting with the thigh 
muscles

  Never attempt to lift or carry weight if you think the 
deceased are too heavy
  Organise the work area to reduce the amount of 
bending, twisting and stretching required.

11. Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) 
Regulations 1992
Work with display screen equipment (DSE) is not 
generally high risk, however it can lead to muscular 
and other physical problems, eye fatigue and stress.

Some funeral employees may experience fatigue, 
eye strain, upper limb problems and backache from 
overuse or improper use of DSE. These problems 
can also be experienced from poorly designed 
workstations or work environments.  The causes 
may not always be obvious and can be due to a 
combination of factors.

  Make sure there is enough work space to 
accommodate all documents or other equipment. 
A document holder may help avoid awkward neck 
and eye movements
  Arrange the desk and screen to avoid glare, or 
bright reflections. This is often easiest if the screen 
is not directly facing windows or bright lights. 
Adjust curtains or blinds to prevent intrusive light
  Make sure there is space under the desk to move 
legs
  Avoid excess pressure from the edge of seats on 
the backs of legs and knees
  A space in front of the keyboard can help you rest 
your hands and wrists when not keying

  Try to keep wrists straight when keying. Forearms 
should be approximately horizontal and the user’s 
eyes should be the same height as the top of the 
screen

  Good keyboard technique is important – you can 
do this by keeping a soft touch on the keys and not 
overstretching the fingers

  Move the keyboard out of the way if it is not being 
used

  Support the forearm on the desk, and don’t grip 
the mouse too tightly

  Rest fingers lightly on the buttons and do not press 
them hard

  Make sure individual characters on the screen are 
sharp, in focus and don’t flicker or move. If they do, 
the DSE may need servicing or adjustment

  Adjust the brightness and contrast controls on the 
screen to suit lighting conditions in the room

  Make sure the screen surface is clean
  When setting up software, choose text that is large 
enough to read easily on screen when sitting in a 
normal comfortable working position

  Select colours that are easy on the eye (avoid red 
text on a blue background, or vice versa)

  Breaking up long spells of DSE work helps prevent 
fatigue, eye strain, upper limb problems and 
backache. As the employer you need to plan, so 
users can interrupt prolonged use of DSE with 
changes of activity.
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The following guidance should be referred to when 
handling the deceased.

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/hsg283.pdf
A notifiable disease is a disease listed by the 
Department of Health that has to be reported on 
diagnosis to the Medical Officer of Environmental 
Health. Examples are measles, whooping cough 
and typhoid fever. Within the group are some that 
are infectious after death and can therefore affect 
the funeral director. A few are especially hazardous 
so the funeral director should be aware of these 
conditions, make every effort to ascertain the cause 
of death and keep staff, especially the embalmer, 
aware of any condition that gives cause for concern.

Where a person dies in hospital whilst suffering 
from a notifiable disease, the local Consultant in 
Communicable Disease Control (CCDC) or some 
other medical practitioner may prohibit the removal 
of the body except for its removal to a mortuary 
or removal for burial or cremation forthwith. In 
practice, it is found that Health Authorities only 
exercise these powers in respect of the most 
dangerous of the notifiable diseases, such as viral 
haemorrhagic fever or anthrax.

In respect of other infectious diseases, hospitals 
will allow removal if certain conditions are complied 
with. Where established conditions and controls are 
in existence it is the responsibility of the Funeral 
Director to ensure that these are followed. 

As with COVID 19, rules may vary between local 
authorities and according to the particular infection 
present, but, in the main, they require that the body 

be enclosed in a sealed plastic body bag before being 
placed in the coffin or casket which is to be kept 
closed after leaving the hospital. Check the NAFD 
guidance for specific guidance.

In the latter case, should the relatives wish to view, 
the robing of the deceased must be carried out at 
the hospital and it is usual to fit a glass panel in 
the lid of the coffin or casket, this being protected 
with a detachable cover. Embalmers should obtain 
permission from the hospital authorities before 
embalming such a case. Recommendations in 
respect of the most important infectious diseases 
are listed separately below.

In the event of shipment abroad after death from 
an infectious disease, Consular rules can be very 
strict. They involve full embalmment of the body, the 
use of a hermetically sealed coffin or casket and/or 
container and may call for an enforced delay before 
shipment of up to two years.

Detailed below is a list of notifiable diseases:

  Acute encephalitis
  Acute meningitis
  Acute poliomyelitis
  Acute infectious hepatitis
  Anthrax
  Botulism
  Brucellosis
  Cholera
  Covid 19
  Diphtheria
  Enteric fever (typhoid or paratyphoid fever)
  Food poisoning (as defined by the Advisory 
Committee on the Microbiological Safety of Food)

  Haemolytic uraemic syndrome (HUS)
  Infectious bloody diarrhoea
  Invasive group A streptococcal diseases  
and scarlet fever

  Legionnaires’ Disease
  Leprosy
  Malaria
  Measles
  Meningococcal septicaemia
  Mumps
  Plague
  Rabies
  Rubella
  SARS
  Smallpox
  Tetanus
  Tuberculosis
  Typhus
  Viral Haemorrhagic Fever (VHF)
  Whooping cough
  Yellow fever.

For detailed guidance on how to deal with the risks 
from infection, infection control, disinfectants and 
disinfection, please refer to the HSE’s controlling the 
risks of infection at work from human remains. 

A guide for those involved in funeral services 
(including embalmers) and those involved in 
exhumation is available.

This guide can be found at http://www.hse.gov.
uk/biosafety/information.htm under the General 
Occupation Guidance header.

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/hsg283.pdf
http://www.hse.gov.uk/biosafety/information.htm
http://www.hse.gov.uk/biosafety/information.htm
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The table provides guidelines for 
handling bodies with infections 
(both notifiable and non 
notifiable).

Disease Body Bag? First Offices? Embalming? Viewing Allowed?

Acute Encephalitis No Yes Yes Yes

Acute Infectious Hepatitis Yes Yes No Yes

Acute Poliomyelitis No – maybe appropriate after
assessing the risks Yes Yes Yes

Anthrax Yes No No No

Brucellosis No – maybe appropriate after
assessing the risks Yes Yes Yes

Cholera No – unless leakage of
body fluids Yes Yes with

special care Yes

Diphtheria No – maybe appropriate after
assessing the risks Yes Yes Yes

Dysentery (Amoebic or 
Bacillary

No – unless leakage of
body fluids Yes Yes Yes

Enteric Fever (Typhoid or 
Paratyphoid fever) Yes Yes Yes Yes

Food poisoning 
(or suspected)

No – unless leakage of
body fluids Yes Yes Yes

HIV/AIDS No – unless leakage of
body fluids Yes Not Advised Yes

Legionnaires Disease No Yes Yes Yes 

Leprosy No Yes Yes Yes

Leptospirosis (Weil’s) No Yes Yes with
special care Yes

Malaria No Yes Yes with
special care Yes

Measles No Yes Yes Yes

Meningococcal Disease No – maybe appropriate after
assessing the risks Yes Yes Yes

*May be appropriate after assessing the risks
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The table provides guidelines for handling bodies 
with infections (both notifiable and non notifiable)

*May be appropriate after assessing the risks

Disease Body Bag? First Offices? Embalming? Viewing Allowed?

MRSA No Yes Yes Yes

Mumps No Yes Yes Yes

Plague Yes No No No

Rabies Yes No No No

Relapsing Fever No* Yes Yes Yes

Rubella No Yes Yes Yes

SARS Yes No No No

Scarlet Fever No* Ye Yes Yes

Smallpox Yes No No No

Tetanus No Yes Yes Yes

Transmissible Spongiform 
Encephalopathy Yes No No No

Tuberculosis No* Yes Yes Yes

Typhus Yes No No No

Viral Haemorrhagic Yes No No No

Whooping Cough No Yes Yes Yes

Yellow Fever Yes No No No
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Health and safety is about stopping you getting 
hurt at work or ill through work. Your employer 
is responsible for health and safety, but you 
must help. All employees are entitled to work in 
environments where risks to their health and safety 
are properly controlled. Under health and safety 
law, the primary responsibility for this is down to 
employers. Employers have a duty to consult with 
their employees, or their representatives, on health 
and safety matters.

Employers Must:

  Decide what could harm you in your job and 
the precautions to stop it. This is part of risk 
assessment
  In a way you can understand, explain how risks will 
be controlled and tell you who is responsible for 
this
  Consult and work with you and your health and 
safety representatives in protecting everyone from 
harm in the workplace
  Free of charge, give you the health and safety 
training you need to do your job
  Free of charge, provide you with any equipment 
and protective clothing you need, and ensure it is 
properly looked after
  Provide toilets, washing facilities and drinking 
water
  Provide adequate first-aid facilities
  Report major injuries and fatalities at work to the 
HSE, as well as report other injuries, diseases and 
dangerous incidents online at www.hse.gov.uk

  Have insurance that covers you in case you get 
hurt at work or ill through work. Display a hard 
copy or electronic copy of the current insurance 
certificate where you can easily read it
  Work with any other employers or contractors 
sharing the workplace or providing employees 
(such as agency workers), so that everyone’s health 
and safety is protected. 

Employees Must:

  Follow the training you have received when using 
any work items your employer has given you
  Take reasonable care of your own and other 
people’s health and safety
  Co-operate with your employer on health and 
safety
  Tell someone (your employer, supervisor, or health 
and safety representative) if you think the work 
or inadequate precautions are putting anyone’s 
health and safety at serious risk.

http://www.hse.gov.uk.
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arrangements in a client’s home
Many funeral staff will spend time working alone 
for some or all of their day. A move towards mobile 
arranger working, with greater use of technology 
such as laptops and tablets, means that the numbers 
working alone have the potential to increase. 

Lone working is a reality for many funeral employees 
but with appropriate measures taken by employers, 
alongside practical steps taken by funeral staff, the 
risks can be reduced.

Definitions of Lone Working
‘Any situation in which someone works without a 
colleague nearby or when someone is working out of 
sight or earshot of another colleague’

‘Those who work by themselves without close or 
direct supervision’

- Health and Safety Executive (2013)

Risk Assessment
Funeral directors – funeral arrangers must carry out 
risk assessments to identify and manage the risks 
to lone workers and reduce potential harm. Funeral 
employees must have access to the risk assessments 
and be provided with information to help them 
assess the risks and know what is in place to ensure 
their safety.

When identifying risks, funeral employees should 
discuss the following factors:

  Client/s: What is known about the client and/or 
people who may be with the client or in the client’s 
premises? 
  Employee: Is the employee more vulnerable due to 
a lack of training or inexperience?
  Working conditions (including environment, 
systems of work and working hours): Covering 
issues such as hours of work (for example, 
outside normal working hours); type of working 
environment and issues such as access and exit, 
proximity and accessibility of alarms, car parking 
proximity, equipment being carried or aggressive 
dogs on site
  Interaction: What types of interactions are taking 
place? Are interactions likely to increase the risk of 
increased family conflict?

Prevention
The following guidance is produced as a guide  
https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg73.pdf
Funeral directors should talk to their employer about 
implementing safe systems of work and ‘control 
measures’ that prevent or reduce the risks identified 
as part of the risk assessment. 

Examples of measures that can be taken include the 
following:

  Means of raising the alarm 
  Access to a mobile phone
  Visiting, or working in pairs
  Access to electronic diaries/notice boards with 
lists/times of visits

  Regular checks by your funeral director and or 
work colleagues

  Equipment such as sat-nav and a torch for visits to 
unfamiliar areas or at night

  A contact that staff can inform of their location 
before they enter and after they leave a client’s 
home or when locking up a building.

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg73.pdf
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within your own workplace
Maintaining and monitoring health and safety is 
an integral part of maintaining and monitoring a 
business and having responsibility for funerals as the 
Funeral Director. You need to do a risk assessment 
to find out about the risks in your workplace, put 
sensible measures in place to control them, and 
make sure they stay controlled. 

This is known as the ‘Plan, Do, Check, Act’ approach:

  Plan: Describe how you manage health and safety 
in your business (your legally required policy) and 
plan to make it happen in practice
  Do: Prioritise and control your risks – consult your 
employees and provide training and information
  Check: Measure how you are doing
  Act: Learn from your experience.

Planning is the key to ensuring your health and 
safety arrangements really work. It helps you think 
through the actions you have set out in your policy 
and work out how they will happen in practice.
Consider:

  What you want to achieve, e.g. how you will ensure 
that your employees / colleagues and others are 
kept healthy and safe at work
  How you will decide what might cause harm to 
people and whether you are doing enough or need 
to do more to prevent that harm
  How you will prioritise the improvements you may 
need to make
  Who will be responsible for health and safety tasks, 
what they should do, when and with what results 
  How you will measure and review whether you 
have achieved what you set out to do.

Identify the Risks
As stated throughout the guidance, one of the 
most important aspects of your risk assessment is 
accurately identifying the potential hazards in your 
own workplace. A good starting point is to walk 
around your workplace and think about any hazards 
(things that may cause harm). In other words, what is 
it about the activities, processes or substances used 
that could injure you, your colleagues or clients?

There are some hazards with a recognised risk of 
harm, for example working at height, working with 
chemicals and office or mortuary machinery. As a 
funeral firm employee, you need to consider every 
aspect of what you do to establish any other hazards 
that are relevant to your own work area.

Controlling the Risks
As part of maintaining and monitoring the health 
and safety of your business, you must control the 
risks in your workplace.  To do this you need to think 
about what might cause harm to people and decide 
whether you are taking reasonable steps to prevent 
that harm.

This process is known as risk assessment and it is 
something you are required by law to carry out. If 
you have fewer than five employees you don’t have 
to write anything down.

A risk assessment is not about creating huge 
amounts of paperwork but rather about identifying 
sensible measures to control the risks in your 
workplace.

Activity 4

Work with other members of your team in the 
funeral home to complete a Workplace Risk 
Assessment of Hazards and Controls to eliminate 
the risks. 

Upload to your portfolio
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within your own workplace
Evaluate the Risks
Having identified the hazards, you then have to 
decide how likely it is that harm will occur,
I.e. the level of risk and what to do about it.  Risk is 
a part of everyday life and you are not expected to 
eliminate all risks.

What you must do is make sure you know about 
the main risks and the things you need to do to 
manage them responsibly. Generally, you need to do 
everything reasonably practicable to protect yourself 
and people from harm.

Look at what you’re already doing and the business 
control measures already in place. Ask yourself:

  Can I help eliminate the hazard altogether?
  If not, how can I help to control the risks so that 
harm is unlikely?

Some practical steps you could take include:

  Trying a less risky option
  Preventing access to the hazards
  Organising the way your firm operates to reduce 
exposure to the hazard
  Wearing of protective equipment
  Use of welfare facilities such as first-aid and 
washing facilities
  Involving and consulting with your funeral director 
/manager and other employees.

Record all Your Findings in a Risk Assessment
Make a record of your significant findings – the 
hazards, how people might be harmed by them and 
what you have in place to control the risks.  Any 
record produced should be simple and focused on 
controls.
When writing down your results keep it simple, for 
example ‘contact with embalming chemicals’.
A risk assessment must be ‘suitable and sufficient’, 
i.e. it should show that:

  A detailed check was made of your own work area
  You asked who else might be affected
  You raised or dealt with all the obvious significant 
hazards, taking into account the number of people 
who could be involved
  The precautions are reasonable, and the remaining 
risk is low.

If your risk assessment identifies a number 
of hazards, you need to put them in order of 
importance and discuss with your funeral director / 
manager, the most serious risks first.
You should regularly review your own risk 
assessment to make sure it is comprehensive and 
has accommodated changes to your business’ 
operations.
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UNIT 3 - LO7.2 - Know how to monitor and maintain health and safety 
within your own workplace
With your employer, monitor the effectiveness of 
the measures you put in place to control the risks 
in your workplace. As part of your monitoring, you 
should investigate incidents to ensure that corrective 
action is taken, learning is shared and any necessary 
improvements are put in place. As the employer, this 
is your responsibility.

Investigations will help you to:

  Identify why your existing control measures failed 
and what improvements or additional measures 
are needed
  Plan to prevent the incident from happening again;
  Point to areas where your risk assessment needs 
reviewing
  Improve risk control in your workplace in the 
future.

Reporting incidents should not stop you from 
carrying out your own investigation to ensure risks in 
your workplace are controlled efficiently.

An investigation is not an end in itself, but the 
first step in preventing future adverse events that 
includes:

   Accident: an event that results in injury or ill health
  Near miss: an event not causing harm, but has the 
potential to cause injury or ill health
  Undesired circumstance: a set of conditions or 
circumstances that have the potential to cause 
injury or ill health, e.g. untrained employees 
handling heavy deceased
  Dangerous occurrence: one of a number of 
specific, reportable adverse events, as defined in 
the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR)

Many businesses can develop the necessary 
expertise in-house and are well equipped to manage 
health and safety themselves.  However, there are 
some things you may not be able to do for yourself 
and you may decide to get external help. There are 
consultants registered on the Occupational Safety 
and Health Consultants Register (OSHCR) that you 
may choose to use, as well as health and safety 
training providers and equipment suppliers. 
Identifying and deciding what help you need is very 
important.  If you appoint someone to help you, you 
must ensure that they are competent to carry out 
the tasks you give them and that you provide them 
with adequate information and support.

Consulting Your Team and Employees
Collaboration with team members / employees helps 
you to manage health and safety in a practical 
way by:

  Helping you spot workplace risks;
  Making sure health and safety controls are 
practical;

Blood-Borne Viruses in the Workplace
This leaflet is aimed at employers, employees and 
safety representatives in areas of work where 
exposure to blood or other body fluid may occur. It 
explains what blood-borne viruses (BBVs) are; the 
type of work where exposure to BBVs may occur; 
how BBVs are spread; the legal duties of employers 
and employees; what action to take after infection 
with a BBV and special considerations for first-aiders.

Copies of this guidance can be purchased here: 
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/indg342.htm

Additional reading

Publications and Regulations for Funeral Directors 
and Maintaining and Monitoring Infection Risk 
When Handling the Deceased.

This publication provides guidance on maintaining 
and monitoring the risks of infection from work 
activities which involve handling the deceased. It 
covers the safe handling, storage and examination 
of bodies and pathological specimens in hospitals, 
mortuaries and post-mortem rooms. It also 
provides guidance for those involved in funeral 
services (including embalmers) and exhumations 
of human remains.

It updates and combines previous HSE guidance, 
Safe working and the prevention of infection in 
the mortuary and post-mortem room (2003) and 
controlling the risks of infection at work from 
human remains (2005), based on a review of 
scientific knowledge, stakeholder feedback and 
experience of how the previous guidance was used 
in the workplace.

Copies of this guidance can be purchased here: 
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/books/hsg283.htm

http://www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/indg342.htm
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/books/hsg283.htm
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UNIT 3 - Self Reflection

Self Reflection
Are you able to correlate and explain the relevance 
of the legislation, regulation and principles of health 
and safety to that of your own working environment?

Are you able to carry out a detailed risk assessment 
of potential hazards associated with removal of the 
deceased through to the day of the funeral?

Are you able to provide evidence of maintaining and 
monitoring health and safety within your place of 
work?

Summary of Activities - Upload all to your portfolio

Activity 1 For each of the Acts, Regulations and Orders in this unit, 
think about the different areas of work within a funeral 
home and identify where each apply and how they will 
affect the funeral business.

Activity 2 Based on your findings from Activity 1, identify the 
possible hazards and risks to be avoided within each of 
the work areas within your or your employer’s funeral 
home / homes. 

Activity 3 Download a template for use for your completing your 
own formal Workplace Risk Assessment.

Activity 4 Work with other members of your team in the funeral 
home to complete a Workplace Risk Assessment of 
Hazards and Controls to eliminate the risks. 
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